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Abst rac t - -We present a fast algorithm for the evaluation of the exact nonreflecting boundary  
conditions for the SchrSdinger equation in one dimension. The  exact nonrefleeting boundary  condition 
contains a nonloeal term which is a convolution integral in time, with a kernel proportional to 1/v~. 
The key observation is that this integral can be split into two parts: a local part and a history part, 
each of which allows for separate treatment. The  local part is computed  by a quadrature suited for 
square-root singularities. For the history part, we  approximate the convolution kernel uniformly by 
a sum of exponentials. The  integral can then be evaluated reeursively. As  a result, the computat ion 
of the nonrefleeting boundary  conditions is both accurate and efficient. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Nonre f lec t ing  boundary  condition, SchrSdinger equation, Fast algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The initial value problem for the time dependent SchrSdinger equation 
iut(x,t)=-ux~(x,t)+V(x)u(x,t),  fo r t>0,  xC•,  
0) = (1) 
in unbounded omains arises in quantum scatter ing, underwater  acoustics, and wave guide sire- 
ulat ion (where it is often referred to as the Fresnel equation).  We will assume in this paper  that  
V(x) and Uo(X) are compact ly  supported in the interval [ -1 ,  1]; the solut ion u(x, t) at later t imes, 
of course, is not. Marching schemes based on some discret izat ion of (1) inevitably require the 
imposit ion of artif icial boundary  condit ions on a finite computat iona l  domain.  In other words, 
we must reduce the problem defined on the real line to one on a finite interval. 
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There are several different approaches which have been applied to this reduction. One  can 
modify the potential function V(x) outside the interval [-I, I] in some way so that outgoing 
waves are absorbed and spurious reflections are small. These boundary conditions are generally 
referred to as absorbing layers [I-3]. Since these conditions are semiempirical, the obtained 
accuracy, especially for dispersive equations like (I), tends to be low. Another approach is based 
on exact nonreflecting boundary conditions (ENBC) ,  for which the resulting initial-boundary 
value problem is equivalent to the original problem [4,5]. The  exact conditions, however, are 
nonlocal. 
This introduces two difficulties. First, the direct implementation of ENBC is highly inefficient. 
If we let NT denote the number  of time steps in the simulation, then naive implementation 
requires O(N~) work and O(NT) storage. Second, discretization is a very delicate issue. It is 
shown, for example, in [6], that the Crank-Nicholson scheme coupled with certain discretizations 
of the ENBC is only conditionally stable. When coupled to Dirichlet or Neumann conditions, on 
the other hand, the Crank-Nicholson scheme is unconditionally stable. 
Various techniques have been proposed to overcome these two difficulties. First, there have 
been several efforts to obtain local boundary conditions based on local approximations of the 
ENBC [7,8]. These conditions are straightforward to implement and are computationally ef- 
ficient. Unfortunately, their accuracy is difficult to analyze and, in practice, tends to depend 
very sensitively on the initial data. Second, a number of schemes have been developed over 
the last decade which are collectively referred to as discrete transparent boundary conditions 
(DTBC). These are designed for specific space-time discretizations of the SchrSdinger equation. 
The fully discrete case (both space and time) was treated in [9-11], the temporally semidis- 
crete case was treated in [12-15], and the spatially semidiscrete case was treated in the recent 
papers [16,17]. 
While this approach is very promising, the DTBC have certain drawbacks. First, almost all 
the available DTBC are of second-order accuracy. Second, the underlying rid must be uniform 
either in space or in time or in both. Third, the DTBC are still nonlocal (although suitable fast 
algorithms have been proposed in [16-18]). 
In this paper, we describe afast algorithm for the evaluation of the exact nonreflecting boundary 
conditions for the one-dimensional SchrSdinger equation. As is well known, the nonlocal part 
of the exact nonreflecting boundary conditions in time is given by a convolution integral whose 
kernel has a square root singularity. Following the approach of [19,20], we split the convolution 
t--5 into two parts: a local part ftt_~ and a history part f0 . The local part is easily computed by a 
suitable quadrature. For the history part, we approximate the kernel by a sum of exponentials. 
Since convolution with an exponential function can be evaluated recursively, this approximation 
allows us to reduce the computation and storage cost dramatically. Rather than the O(N~) 
work and O(NT) storage required by the direct method, the algorithm in this paper requires 
only O(NT log NT) work and O(log NT) storage where the constant implicit in the O( ) notation 
depends only on the precision required. We then couple a simple second-order discretization of 
the "fast" ENBC with various interior discretization schemes. 
It is interesting to note that in our numerical experiments, the errors obtained are noticeably 
worse than those obtained from the DTBC (although both are second-order accurate). Neverthe- 
less, our approach is more flexible; it can be coupled to arbitrary interior discretization schemes 
with variable time steps or spatial grids. Moreover, the algorithm can be generalized to two- or 
three-dimensional problems [21,22]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive nonreflecting boundary conditions 
which are exact, nonlocal in time, and easily expressed in terms of a convolution operator. In 
Section 3, we develop a sum-of-exponentials pproximation for the convolution kernel. Sec- 
tion 4 contains a simple discretization scheme. The performance of the scheme is illustrated in 
Section 5. 
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2. EXACT NONREFLECT ING BOUNDARY CONDITION 
In this section, we derive the exact nonreflecting boundary condition for the Schr5dinger equa- 
tion following the approach developed by Hagstrom [23]. The same result has been obtained 
in [4,5] by different methods. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the functions V, Uo : • --+ C in (1) vanish outside the interval I = (-1,  1). 
Suppose further that the function u : ]R x [0, oo) --+ C is the (bounded) solution of the pure initial 
value problem (1). Then, at x = ±1, u satisfies the nonlocal conditions 
t au(x,r) 
ux(x,t)  = -{-e -(7r/4)i /~ aT dT, at x 4-~-o-) 
(2) 
t au(~,r) 
ux(x,t)  ~- -e  -(~r/4)i V/~__--o- ) do-, at x = +1. 
PROOF. For x ~ ( -1,  1), the SchrSdinger equation takes the simpler form 
iut(x,t) = -u~x(x,t ) ,  (3) 
since V(x) = 0 in this region. We have also assumed that 
u(x, O) = O, for x E ( - -~,  --1] U [1, +oc). (4) 
If we apply the Laplace transform in time to (3),(4), we obtain 
is~ = -~x ,  (5) 
where h is the Laplace transform of u defined by the formula 
~(x, s) = £(u(x, t)) = e-Stu(x, t) dt. (6) 
For each fixed s > 0, the general solution to the ordinary differential equation (5) is 
it(x, 8) = a( s)e -(v: / 4)iV~x -F b( s)e -(Tr / 4)iVr~x, (7) 
where the coefficients a(s) and b(s) are arbitrary functions analytic in the right half plane, and 
the branch of the square root is determined by 
V/~ = e (l°glzl+iargz)/2, --71 < argz _~ 7r. (8) 
Since ~(x, s) (s > 0) cannot grow exponentially as x --* oo, we must have a(s) = 0 for x _~ -1  
and b(s) = 0 for x ~ 1. From this, we may compute 
~x(x,s )  = e - ( ' /4 )~v~b(s )e° - ( ' / ' ) '~   = e - ( ' /4 )~v~ = e-(~/4)~--iF~ (~) ,  x _< -1 ,  
%/o 
(9) 
~(x ,  s) = -e - ( ' /~)~4~a(~)e-~- ( ' /~)"n~ = e-(~/4)%G~ = e - ( ' /4 )~(s~) ,  • > 1. 
Finally, we obtain (2) by applying the inverse Laplace transform to the above equations. For 
this, we make use of the standard identity 
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REMARK 2. From (9), we can also write 
e(~, s) = e(~/~)~-~(~, ~), :~ < -1, 
~(x ,s )= ~4i 1 ^ -e  ( / ) -~u:~(x,  s), x > 1. 
(11) 
Applying the inverse Laplace transform to (11), we find that u also satisfies the conditions 
fo ~ ~(~,-) 
u(x, t) - +e (~/4)~ -"r) dT, at x = --1, 
/o ~ ~(~,~) 
u(x, t) = -e  (~/4)~ d% at x = +1. 
(12) 
Both (2) and (12) can be considered as exact nonreflecting boundary conditions for equation (1). 
Equation (2) is often referred to as the Dirichlet-to-Neumann boundary condition, and (12) as 
the Neumann-to-Dirichlet boundary condition. 
REMARK 3. The  above lemma generalizes easily to the nonlinear case V = V(x, t, u), so long as V 
is compactly supported and so long as the original initial value problem has a unique solution. 
The  generalization to the inhomogeneous problem where the forcing term f(x, t) has compact 
support can be carried out in a similar fashion. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF THE 
NONREFLECTING BOUNDARY KERNEL 
The exact nonreflecting boundary condition (2) (or (12)) contains a convolution with the kernel 
1 /~- t .  We, therefore, seek an efficient way to compute this convolution. Our basic strategy is 
to approximate 1/v/-~ by a sum of exponentials and then to compute the convolution with those 
exponentials recursively. Fortunately, a suitable analytic approach has already been developed 
for the heat kernel e-Z~/4t/vr4-~ in [19,20]. Since 1 /4~-~ is simply the heat kernel evaluated at 
x = 0, we will tailor that approach for this special case. Before entering into a detailed analysis 
of this approximation, note that we are trying to bound ~I(1/~,/~t) _ L, wk ev - ,  -s~t~i within some 
prescribed tolerance ¢. Since it is the relative error that is of concern in numerical analysis, we 
4, 41/v~). are actually trying to find a sum of exponentials which satisfy I(1/v/-~) - ?__, wke I <- 
In other words, we want 11 - v~wke-~t l  < e. Obviously, this is possible only for 5 < t < T, 
since V~wke -~t  ~ 0 as t goes to either 0 or ec. The restriction t >_ 6 simply means 
that we should handle the local part of the convolution (f~t5 in equation (2)) separately. We 
will accomplish this with a quadrature rule appropriate for the square root singularity of the 
kernel. At the other extreme, the restriction t < T implies that we can only carry out our 
numerical simulation up to some finite time T. However, as we demonstrate below, the number 
of exponentials required depends only logarithmically on T, so that this is a very weak restriction. 
Let us begin with an elementary integral formula 
f0 ~ 
1 _ 2 ~-S~,ds. (13) 
This can be viewed as a representation of the convolution kernel using an infinite number of 
exponentials. For discretization, it is convenient o be able to truncate the upper limit of this 
integral with precise control of the error. The following straightforward lemma provides the 
necessary result. 
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LEMMA 4. For t _> 6 > 0, 
2 f~°e_Ptds <e_p2a 1 (14) 
~Jp - v~"  
This error can be made arbitrarily small for a fixed 6 by mak ing  p sufficiently large. Next, 
we  want  to be able to discretize the integral in (13) on the interval [0,p]. It turns out that this 
discretization process is easy to analyze on dyadic intervals (as in [19]), using Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature. 
LEMMA 5. Consider a dyadic interval [a, b] = [2 j, 2 j+l] and let Sl , . . . ,  s• and Wl,. . .  , w n be the 
nodes and weights for n-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature on the interval. Then, 
n ~be-s'tds--Ee-S~twk <2fr3/4Knl/42-3n-~t , (15) 
k=l  
where K ~_ 1.086435. 
PROOF. For any interval [a, b], the standard estimate for n-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature [24] 
yields 
fb  e -s2t ds @-s [ t  (b - -  a) 2n+l (ft!) 4 ne_~2 t 
- Le  wk -- 2n+1 [(2n)!]~ D[  , a<{<b,  (16) 
k=l  
where Df  denotes the partial derivative with respect to ~. 
Letting x = ~x/t, we  have 
D~ne -~2t = t n D~e -x~ = Pe-X21H~.(x) l ,  (17) 
where H2~(x)  is the standard Hermite  polynomial  which satisfies Cramers's  inequality [25] 
IH.(z) l  < K2~/2g-#me='/% (18) 
where K - 1.086435. Thus, 
D~e -¢h > K2"~(~-~.t~e-(~'t)/2, for a < ¢ < b, (19) 
since e -~/2  is a decreasing function. Inserting (19) into (16) and using the assumption b - a = a 
gives 
~a n K n 14 2 2n(n!)4 -n+l /2e-X /2L  (20) 
e -~ d~ - Z e-'~%~ < 2~ +~ [(2n)!p/~ v~' 
k=l 
where x = a2t > 0. We then easily derive the result (15) using Stirling's approximation [26] 
v~n~+l /% -~ < n! < 2v~n~+l/%-L (21) 
and the facts that 
maxxne -~/2 = (2n)ne -n, n C I~ +, (22) 
x>O 
( 1 + < e. (23) 
The preceding lemma tells us that we need a constant number of nodes for each dyadic interval 
for the quadrature to be accurate for t > 0, no matter how small (j < 0) or how large (j > 0) 
the interval is. This forces discretization points to cluster exponentially at zero. However, we 
actually only require that the relative error be small for 5 < t < T. Taking this fact into account, 
we find that we need fewer nodes for very small or very large intervals. Before completing our 
analysis, we need one more result, in order to treat the interval [0, 2@ | 
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LEMMA 6. For 0 < t < T, 
e -2 t  ds - e-Sktwk 
k=l  
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< 21/27r3/4~nl /4 (~)  ~.  (24) 
PROOF. Following the proof of the preceding lemma, we end up with the estimate 
f0 ° ~ e -s2t ds - e--Sktw kk=l  
k 2n(n!) 4 (a2T)n+l/2 1 (25) 
< 2~ +~ [(2~)!]5/~ ~'  
instead of (20). The result (24) follows by applying Stirling's approximation (21) to the right 
side of (25). 
We are now in a position to combine the last three lemmas to give an accurate approximation 
of the nonreflecting boundary kernel. The proof is straightforward. | 
THEOREM 7. Let 0 < 5 < t < T, let E > 0 be the desired precision, let no = [0.565 log(10/e)], 
let Lmi n = [log 2 ~ ] ,  and let Lma x = [log 2 v/(log 1/e)/SJ. Further, let 8o,1 , . . .  , So,no and 
wo,1,.. . ,w ... .  be the nodes and weights for the no-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature on the 
interval [0, 2Lmin], and let sj,1,..., Sj,n and wj,1,... ,  wLn be the nodes and weights for n-point 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature on the interval [2 J, 2J+l], where 
n ---- log 2 E 
Then, 
. . . .  ) 
e-SJ kt,w3,k e-S~'ktw°,k + E 2 ~_~ ' 
\ k= l  j=Lmin k=l  
1 
<_ 3e v# ~.  (26) 
REMARK 8. The important fact which emerges from this theorem is that the total number of 
nodes needed to approximate the nonreflecting kernel 1 /v~t  for 0 < 5 < t < T with a relative 
error e is of the order 
o (lo  (1) 
Our specific approximation is certainly not optimal. Indeed, more efficient discretizations can 
be obtained by the method of generalized Gaussian quadrature [27]. Table 1 lists the number 
of exponentials needed to approximate he convolution kernel 1 /x /~ with various precisions and 
time intervals according to Theorem 7. 
Table 1. Number of exponentials needed to approximate the convolution kernel 
1 /v /~.  The first column indicates the desired precision e. The first row indicates 
the ratio T/5. Since we choose 5 = At, this is essentially the number of t ime steps 
permitted. 
e\ ~ 10 2 10 3 10 4 i0 $ 10 6 
10 -4 28 42 56 63 77 
10 -7  51 71 81 110 132 
10 -1°  67 99 113 141 t69 
10 -13 87 104 138 172 189 
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Finally, note that the local part of the convolution, i.e., J,-sa(s)/fids, cannot be com- 
puted efficiently by using standard quadrature rules because of the square root singularity at 
one end point. However, “product integration” techniques are easy to apply, as in the following 
lemma, which yields a rule with convergence rate of order 2.5. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose 0 E C2( [t - 6, t]). Then, 
;o(t) + ;,(t - 6)) + 0 (cT~.~) , Ei.56+0. (27) 
PROOF. Approximating o(s) by a linear function, we have 
a(s) = c(t - 6) + 
a(t) - c7(t - 6) 
b 
(s - (t - 6)) + 0 (S2) . 
The lemma follows by substituting the above relation into the integral expression. 
(28) 
I 
4. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 
In this section, we describe a simple discretization scheme for the initial-boundary problem 
iut(x, t) = -u,,(x, t) + V/(x)u(x, t), for t > 0, 




at z = -1, 
+.t)=-&d4)i 
J 
t uz(x’T) dT, 
o J-j 
at x = $1, 
(29) 
for z E I = (-l,l). 
Applying the trapezoidal rule in time to the first equation in (29), we obtain a semidiscretized 
version of the Schrodinger equation 
,un+l - u” 
z 
At 
= ; (-u&y + V(x)u”fl - uEz + V(x)u”) ) 
where un = U(Z, nAt). As for the spatial variable, we may either discretize it directly using a 
central difference stencil (which results in the popular Crank-Nicolson scheme), or apply some 
ODE solver to the two-point boundary value problem satisfied by 2~~~’ at each time step. We 
have implemented both the Crank-Nicolson scheme and the semidiscrete scheme using the fast, 
high-order two-point boundary value problem solver of [28]. 
We turn now to the incorporation of the nonreflecting boundary conditions (12). Here, we 
treat the boundary z = 1. The treatment of the left boundary z = -1 is virtually identical. We 
first split the convolution integral (as discussed above) into two parts 










u, (l, T, &. (33) 
0 
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For the local part IL, let us assume that we make use of Lemma 9 
+ $1, (n - 1)At) . 
We then set 
u(l,nAt) = e(r’4)i $&nAt) + &(l,(n - 1)At) f&(n) 
> 
. (35) 
For the space derivative U, in (35), we can replace it by a second-order one-sided difference 
approximation (forward for the left side and backward for the right side). When coupled with 
the Crank-Nicolson scheme, this leads to a pentadiagonal system at each time step. Alternatively, 
one can leave it as is and incorporate it directly into the semidiscretization scheme. 
It remains only to discuss the computation of the history part. For this, we approximate the 
kernel l/v% by its sum-of-exponential approximation 
-& z g wje-+, (36) 
3-l 
where the number N, is chosen so that 
(37) 
with E the desired precision. By Theorem 7, we have 
Nc = O(log NT), (33) 
with NT = T/At the number of time steps. Substituting (36) into (33), we obtain 
Ih(lz) M fJWjCj(n), 
j=l 
(39) 
where the coefficients Cj(n) are defined by the formula 
s (n-1)At Cj (n) = e -~3(n-)uz(1,7) d-T. 0 
Although it now appears that we have to evaluate N, integrals instead of one, the work is 
enormously reduced once we observe that the Cj(n)s satisfy a simple recurrence relation 
s’zA”Cj(?l - 1) + 
s 
(n-1)At 
Cj(7L) = e- e-s~(nAt-~)uz(l, 7-) d-r. (41) 
(n-2)A.t 
By invoking this relation, the burden of history dependence is eliminated and the work for the 
nonreflecting boundary conditions at each time step is O(N,). The total amount of work for the 
nonreflecting boundary conditions is therefore O(NTN,) = O(NT log NT). The gain in storage is 
also clear. While the direct method requires O(NT) memory to store all of the historical values 
of the solution at the two end points, our method only requires O(log NT) values to be stored. 
REMARK 10. The integral in (41) can be computed by a variety of techniques. Here, we have 
simply chosen to approximate uZ as a linear function on the given interval. 
REMARK 11. Because of the nonlocality of the exact nonreflecting boundary conditions, stability 
of the discretization scheme has not been analyzed analytically. Nonetheless, we have not observed 
any instabilities in long-time simulations. 
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Figure 1. The evolution of a Gaussian packet. 
5. A NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
We consider the Cauchy  prob lem for the SchrSdinger equation in the absence of a potential 
(i.e., V(x) = O) with the following initial data: 
i t (X ,  0 )  ~- 1-~--¢ ikx-x2/(4a) (42) 
where k and a are real parameters and a is chosen so that u(x, 0) is negligibly small outside the 
interval [-2, 2]. The exact solution to this problem is a moving dispersive Gaussian wave packet 
ltex(X , t) -~ ~ fik(x-kt)-(x-2kt)2/4(a+it) ~ (43) 
with phase velocity k and  group velocity 2k. In the following test case, we  set a = 0.04 and  
k = - i0.  Figure 1 shows  the evolution of such a Gauss ian packet. 
To  study the accuracy of our nonreflecting boundary  conditions, we  compare  the following 
three methods:  the Crank-Nicolson scheme with homogeneous  Dirichlet boundary  conditions at 
x = ±60 (CND for short), the Crank-Nicolson scheme with nonreflecting boundary  conditions at 
x = 12  (CNN for short), and the semidiscretization scheme (trapezoidal rule in time) with nonre- 
flecting boundary  conditions at x = 4-2 (SDN for short). We see f rom Figure 1 that the Gauss ian 
packet has essentially moved out of the domain  [-2, 2] at t = 0.4. We march  the solution to 
the t ime T = 0.8. Since uex(160,  t) _~ 10 -13 for 0 < t < T, the first method,  though extremely 
inefficient, does have exact boundary  conditions to thirteen digits of accuracy and  is uncondi- 
tionally stable, as pointed out earlier. Hence, its error should be purely due to discretization. 
This provides us with a good  reference point to assess our nonreflecting boundary  conditions. 
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F igure  2. Evo lu t ion  of  the  L 2 norm re la t ive  er ror .  
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the L 2 norm relative error ( (E  ]U¢omp-  U~= p/E  I~  I =) i/=, where  
summat ion  is always on  the interval [-2, 2]) with At  -- 0.001 and  Ax  = 0.02. 
Note  first that all three methods  show the same pattern; the error increases sharply for a 
short t ime and  then decreases. The  sharp increase is due to the rapid change in the solution 
near t = 0. The  eventual decay of the error is p resumably  due to the smooth ing  effect of the 
Schr6dinger operator. Second, it is interesting that the SDN scheme performs slightly better 
than the CND scheme. Finally, we believe that the CNN scheme has a larger error than the CND 
scheme because of some kind of spurious reflection due to the spatial/temporal discretization of 
the boundary  conditions. An  investigation of the convergence rates (below) shows that they are 
of the same order. 
In order to study the order of accuracy of our schemes with respect to time, we  set Ax  ---- 0.002 
for the CND and CNN schemes and  Ax  = 0.01 for the spatially high-order accurate SDN scheme 
to eliminate the influence of the spatial discretization. We then set At  = 0.004 and  halve it 
recursively until A t  = 0.000125. For each At, we  record the max imum relative error in the L 2 
norm.  The  results are shown in Table 2. We see that all three schemes are second order in time, 
as expected. Moreover,  when compared  with the Dirichlet solver (CND) at this level of spatial 
refinement, our nonreflecting boundary  condition code (CNN) yields errors that are off by  only 
a factor of 2. 
Tab le  2. The  max imum L 2 norm re la t ive  e r ror  as a funct ion  of  t ime s tep  At .  
At 4x  10 -3  2x  10 .3  
CND 1,31 x 10 - i  3.25 x 10 -2  
SDN 2.58 x 10 -1  6.67 x 10 -2  
CNN 2.58 x 10 -1  6.70 x 10 -2  
I x i0 -3  
8.2 i  x 10 .3  
1.66 x 10 -2  
1.69 x 10 .2  
5 × 10 -4  
2.17 x 10 -3  
4.14 x 10 .3  
4.48 x 10 -3  
2.5 x 10 -4  
6.71 x 10 -4  
1.04 x 10 -3  
1.38 x 10 -3  
1.25 x 10 -4  
2.98 x 10 -4  
2.59 x 10 -4  
6.09 × 10 -4  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a fast and accurate algorithm for the evaluation of the exact nonreflecting 
boundary condition for the one-dimensional Schr5dinger equation. It couples easily to a variety 
of interior discretization schemes. The development of higher-order time-accurate schemes is 
currently under investigation. 
Extensions of the present approach to the two- or three-dimensional SchrSdinger equation will 
be reported at a later date. These draw on related work for the scalar wave equation [29], and 
are considerably more involved. 
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